Walking Within the Walls

This walk will guide you through the scenic streets and squares of Dubrovnik’s Old Town, past palaces, churches and the beautiful Old Harbour.

**Start** Pile Gate  
**Distance** 1.2km  
**Duration** One hour

1. Head through the **Pile Gate** to the beginning of Placa (aka Stradun), Dubrovnik’s marbled main street.

2. Just off Placa, **Žudioska** is Dubrovnik’s former Jewish ghetto with a 14th-century synagogue.

3. Continue to Luža Sq, a former marketplace lined with beautiful buildings such as Sponza Palace and St Blaise’s Church.

4. Duck through the arch beneath the **City Bell Tower** and turn left, and then right at the arch leading to the Old Harbour.

5. Scoot through the hole in the wall and turn right: straight ahead is the **Cathedral**, with the **Rector’s Palace** diagonally across from it.

6. Head down Od Puča, the main shopping strip, and cut through the market on busy **Gundulićeva poljana**.

7. At the far end, head up the Jesuit Stairs to **St Ignatius of Loyola Church**.

Take a Break... Finish your walk at Buža bar.
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